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Script of the quest «A trip to Indonesia» 

Activity type: quest. 

Age limit: 8-9 grade.  

 

Objective: 

 Introduction to the traditional and historic knowledge of Indonesia during  

extracurricular activity.  

 Creation of favourable conditions for fulfilling  intellectual and creative 

capacity of students. 

Our mission: 

 To increase sudent’s interest in he traditional and historic knowledge Of 

Indonesia and its observation. 

 Team building. 

 
The Relevance of methodical development. 
Game - is one of the most major child activities. It is a fundamental way for a 

children to express themselves and improve their skills. While playing kids develop 

the attention, memory, their imagination. Certain skills and habits are also being  

elaborated  throughout the process. Game itself is a rebuilding of social activiy 

among people , their behavior and ability to make a decision in any circumstances in 

life.Due to educational and evolving manners, game is commonly used in educational 

process.Game is much easier way for a child to percieve and memorise an 

information. 

By playing, students learn how to accept succeeding and loss, sympathize with other 

kids and help the ones I need. Such kind of event builds up a team and gives a feeling 

of emotional comfort and keenness. 

There are 2-3 teams, 6-10 participants in each. Each team has to pass through 6  game 

levels. Game is held in the school building..  You can use internet for Information 

searching. 

Time: 60 minutes. 

Resources: PC with Internet. 

 

The Game. 

Welcome! 

Today we are going on a trip to the very fascinating country Indonesia .There’s 

challenging, yet interesting way awaits us. .Throughout your way you will need to 

make some stips to complete tasks. While completeng those tasks you will get a 

certain hints which show direction and one of the elements from famous logo that 

you Have to collect on the final spot. The team that is the fastest becomes a winner.  

Every skilled traveller will tell you how unexpected and suprising can long trip 

be. Be attentive,cooperative, brave and neat to accomplish all the challenges. 

 
Game conditions: 



 

 

To start your trip you all nedd to devide int groups, the choose the leader and com up 

with team’s name.There will be 6 stages on this trip and you need to fulfil tasks on 

each of them.So, here we go !!! 

 

1 Stop. «Geography».Located in geography class. 

1.Indonesia is located in …. Asia. 

A. East B. South-West C. South-East D. Central  

2.Indonesia is called 

А. Island India B. Island scenery C.blooming castle  

3. Indonesia is …. Most populous country in the world. 

A. 2 B. 4 C. 6 D. 7 

4. Indonesia is 

А. Mainland state B.island  

5.Indonesia is located on  …..archipelago. 

А. Canadian B. Malasian C.Indonesian  

6.  Capital of Indonesia 

А. Jakarta B. Kuala Lumpur C. Bangkok D. Hanoi 

7.In Indonesia there are 

А. Season changes B. Only summer and winter C.spring and autumn  

8. County’s climate 

А. Equatorial B.sub-equatorial C.tropical D.temperate 

9.Indonesia is mainly  

А. Industrial B.agrocultural  

10.The biggest cultivated island  

А. Jawa B. Cyprus C. Samoa D. Madagascar 

11.The main agricultural crops 

А. Wheat B.rice  C. coconut D. banana 

12.Tabaco, tea ,cofee, sugarcaneare grown for   

А. Domestic market B.export 

II  Stop.«National art of Indonesia ».  

 Art class. 
National crafts. 

Batik is the main national craft on these islands. Batik 

came here from India and later on strated to evolve and 

acquired some Indonesian national aspects. And there 

are some more traditional crafts of Indonesia such as:  

 ikat pattern – is a dyeing technique used to pattern 

textiles that employs resist dyeing on the yarns 

prior to dyeing and weaving the fabric.  

 

III Stop. « Traditions».Located in history class. 

Indonesian National Celebrations:  
Kartini (april 21, may 21, February 21)  

Independence Day (august 17,september 17,october 

17) 



 

 

Protection Day(october 1 ,june 1, January 1)  

Armed Forces Day (october 5,august 5,april 5) 

Christmas (december 25,february 25, march 25) 

(the right answer is underlined) 

 
IV Stop 

The elements are placed on the table, you need to put on a national costume and 

then you’ll get the last emblem. 
 


